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February 4, 2020 
 
Richard Fordyce, Administrator 
Farm Service Agency 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
1400 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20250 
 
Document Number: CCC-2019-0006-0001 
 
Dear Mr. Fordyce: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the interim rule for the Conservation Reserve 
Program (Docket Number: CCC-2019-0006-0001). The Ecosystem Service Market Consortium’s 
(ESMC) mission is to advance ecosystem service markets that incentivize farmers and ranchers 
to improve soil health systems that benefit society. ESMC is a member-based organization 
launching a national scale ecosystem services market for agriculture to recognize and reward 
farmers and ranchers for their environmental services to society. ESMC members represent the 
spectrum of the agricultural sector supply chain with whom we are scaling sustainable 
agricultural sector outcomes, including increased soil carbon, reduced net greenhouse gases 
(GHG), and improved water quality and water use conservation. USDA conservation programs, 
technical assistance and science-based standards can play an instrumental role in our efforts.  

ESMC’s market will financially reward farmers and ranchers who voluntarily adjust crop and 
livestock production systems in ways that increase soil carbon sequestration and retention, 
improve water quality, conserve water use, and provide many additional ecosystem service 
outcomes. ESMC’s program allows producers to choose only those changes they desire to 
undertake, and as few or as many as they select, with the understanding that they will be paid 
based on outcomes. The program is currently in development with piloting and deployment 
prior to full market launch in 2022. ESMC will quantify ecosystem services impacts in a verified 
and certified program and monetize the impacts as ecosystem services credits or attributes of 
value to demand side buyers. Farmers and ranchers are paid for desired outcomes, and the 
attributes or credits are sold in a national ecosystem services market to entities seeking to 
reduce their environmental impacts.  

ESMC expects to work with producers participating in Farm Bill conservation programs; 
therefore the provisions in the rule and the 2018 Farm Bill that support a producer’s ability to 
participate in and receive compensation from a private environmental services market will 
ensure that farmers and ranchers can participate in both CRP and the ESMC market. ESMC 
encourages USDA to revise the provisions of section 1410.63, permissive uses, to clearly 
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articulate “the sale of carbon, water quality, or environmental credits is permitted by CCC,” 
instead of the current provision that says, “may be permitted.” Ensuring that producers and 
USDA staff have a clear understanding of permitted uses and related payments will enable 
ecosystem market efforts and USDA conservation programs to work cooperatively to advance 
quantified environmental outcomes of conservation practices and to ensure the provision of 
financial incentives to producers who voluntarily engage in those efforts. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this regulation. 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Debbie Reed 
Executive Director 
Ecosystem Services Market Consortium 


